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ABSTRACT
Tail latency is a critical design issue in recent storage systems. B+ -tree, as a fundamental building block in storage systems, incurs high tail latency, especially when placed
in persistent memory (PM). Our empirical study specifies
two factors that lead to such latency spikes: (i) the internal structural refinement operations (i.e., split, merge, and
balance), and (ii) the interference between concurrent operations. The problem is even worse when high concurrency
meets with the low write bandwidth of persistent memory.
In this paper, we propose a B+ -tree variant named µTree.
It incorporates a shadow list-based layer to the leaf nodes of
a B+ -tree to gain benefits from both list and tree data structures. The list layer in PM is exempt from the structural
refinement operations since list nodes in the list layer own
separate PM spaces, which are organized in an element-based
way. Meanwhile, µTree still gains the locality benefit from
the tree-based nodes. To alleviate the interference overhead, µTree coordinates the concurrency control between
the tree and list layer, which moves the slow PM accesses
out of the critical path. We compare µTree to state-of-theart designs of PM-aware B+ -tree indices under both YCSB
workload and real-world applications. µTree achieves a 99th
percentile latency that is one order of magnitude lower and
2.8 - 4.7 times higher throughput.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Web-scale online data-intensive applications such as social applications and e-commerce bring a new performance
focus, i.e., tail latency, to modern warehouse-scale data centers, such as the 99th percentile (99p) of request latencies [4].
Tail latency is particularly important since applications often exhibit high fan-out queries, whose overall latency is
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determined by the response time of the slowest reply. To
this end, a number of recent works proposed different ways
to reduce tail latency, such as distributing all critical data
in the memory [18, 19, 52, 54], scheduling CPU cores at finer
granularity [27, 44, 45, 47], and designing tail latency-aware
caching policies [9].
In this paper, we target at reducing the tail latency of
tree-based index structures (e.g., B+ -tree), which are widely
adopted in storage systems with simple interfaces (e.g., Get,
Put, Del, and Scan, etc.). Emerging persistent memory
(PM), such as the Intel Optane DC persistent memory (abbreviated as Optane DCPMM or Optane in the rest of paper) [41], provides high performance and durability features,
making it an attractive medium for building efficient index
structures. In the past decade, researchers have designed
many PM-based B+ -tree indices, such as FAST&FAIR [23],
bzTree [6], DPTree [59], RNTree [39] FPTree [43], NV-Tree
[57], wB+ -tree [12], CDDS-Tree [53], etc. All of them mainly
target at improving the throughput (e.g., Ops) and focus on
reducing the write cost when updating the tree structure.
This is based on the fact that PM typically has asymmetric read/write performance. Our evaluation shows that Optane DCPMM has a read bandwidth of 39 GB/s (six Optane
modules, 4KB sequential access), which is much higher than
the write bandwidth (13.2 GB/s).
Despite various optimizations on throughput, we demonstrate that tail latencies in state-of-the-art PM-aware B+ tree are quite poor, especially under write-intensive and
skewed workloads. Our evaluation shows that FAST&FAIR,
a well-optimized persistent B+ -tree, exhibits almost 60µs of
99th percentile latency as its throughput peaks, which is
600 times higher than the PM write latency. The tail latency can be further amplified when a B+ -tree is accessed
multiple times to handle a single application request, which
is common in real-world applications [15].
We specify two reasons that account for such a wide spectrum of latency distribution. First, B+ -tree introduces internal structural refinement operations (SROs). In a B+ -tree,
each tree node contains multiple entries and is organized
in an array-based way (i.e., the entries occupy a contiguous memory space). Therefore, to provide high search performance, one must shift the entries inside each tree node
to keep them sorted. Besides, a tree structure also needs
to merge or split tree nodes to keep balanced, limiting the
search complexity into log(N) (i.e., structural modification
operation, SMO). Note that SROs are more heavy-weight
since they involve modifying more data in PM. As a result, the time consumed to process each Put or Del opera-
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tion is dynamically changed, exhibiting unpredictable performance. Recent works have proposed different ways to
reduce the overhead caused by SROs: wB+ -Tree [12] and
FPTree [43] enable unsorted entries inside each tree node;
FPTree and NV-Tree [57] place inner tree nodes directly in
DRAM. However, the SRO overhead in PM still cannot be
dismissed completely.
Second, concurrent threads are likely to interfere with
each other, even if they access independent data items in
a B+ -tree. For example, in FAST&FAIR, the entries in the
same tree node share the same lock, and all accesses to this
node are serialized, even if they update different entries.
Things become even more serious when an SRO is holding
the lock, a situation where a simple Get may experience additional latency. What’s more, our evaluation reveals that
when there are more concurrent threads, the latency of an
update to PM can be as high as more than 1µs, because PM
has limited write bandwidth. In such a case, the tail latency
is further exacerbated.
This paper proposes a B+ -tree variant named µTree to reduce tail latency. We introduce the singly linked-list to leaf
nodes of a B+ -tree as a shadow layer. The linked-list is organized in an element-based way: The list nodes of different
keys own separate memory spaces, and the data items can
be kept sorted by simply manipulating the sibling pointers.
Therefore, the list layer is exempt from the SRO overhead
as in the array-based management. Following a DRAM/PM
hybrid data placement, the list layer is placed in PM, and
other nodes, including tree-leaf nodes, are placed in DRAM.
With this design, µTree gains the respective advantages of
each layer: Clients search data items via the tree nodes, with
O(logN) of complexity and higher cache locality; A client updates PM via the list layer, eliminating the SRO overhead.
Note that the tree layer in DRAM still causes SRO overhead, however, it has less impact on the tail latency since
DRAM is more efficient. With the list layer, µTree can also
rebuild the volatile tree nodes once the system crashes.
To alleviate the interference overhead, µTree proposes the
coordinated concurrency control technique by exploiting the
element-grained concurrency of the shadow list layer. Specifically, µTree inserts a list node in the list layer by using a
sequence of atomic operations leveraging its lock-free feature, and speculatively persists them without acquiring the
lock in the B+ -tree. This is achievable since the newly inserted list node is not visible until a tree-leaf node pointing
to it is inserted in the tree-leaf node (i.e., array layer). Once
a conflict occurs and causes inconsistencies between the list
and array layer, µTree always retries from the array layer to
reload the newest state of the list layer. In this way, µTree
supports more fine-grained concurrency control and the slow
PM accesses are moved out of the critical path. We also encapsulate extra access control bits in each list node to isolate
incomplete modifications, so as to deal with the Put-Get and
Put-Del conflicts. We make the following contributions:
• We perform an in-depth analysis of the tail latency problem in persistent B+ -trees and specify two root causes.
• We propose µTree by introducing a shadow list-based layer
to leaf nodes of a B+ -tree. We then reduce the interference
overhead with coordinated concurrency control.
• We implement µTree and our evaluation shows that µTree
achieves one order of magnitude lower 99th percentile latencies. It also achieves a peak throughput that is 2.8 4.7× higher.

2.

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we first describe the PM programming
model. Several past systems that improve the throughput of
persistent B+ -trees are then introduced. Finally, we empirically analyze the tail latency issue in a persistent B+ -tree.

2.1

Persistent Memory and The New Programming Model

Persistent memories, such as PCM [29, 33, 34, 48, 51, 58],
STT-RAM [5,31] and ReRAM [3], have DRAM-comparable
access latency, byte addressability and data persistency. Intel’s Optane DCPMM, the first PM product, was released
in April 2019 [41]. It is attached to the memory bus and accessed via CPU load/store instructions. Optane DCPMM
has asymmetric read and write performance: With six Optane DIMMs, the overall read bandwidth can reach 39 GB/s,
while the write bandwidth is merely 13.2 GB/s.
Programming in PM is quite different. CPU issues writes
to PM in 8-byte failure-atomic units, which is smaller than
that of HDDs or SSDs (which are 512-B sectors or 4-KB
pages). This requires extra techniques (e.g., redo/undo logs)
to achieve atomicity. In PMs, these writes are firstly cached
in the volatile CPU cache, and are then written back to
the PM in an arbitrary order. Guaranteeing the consistency
of data requires us to order the writes. Such ordering implies two things: 1) a write should be visible before any
other writes (achieved by following a mfence), 2) the order
of writes to actually reach the PM controller (by explicitly
flushing the cache line via clflush, clwb or clflushopt).
The small-sized failure-atomic units and the ordering constraints make it more challenging to design consistent B+ Tree in PMs.

2.2

Existing Persistent B+ -tree

B+ -tree is a fundamental building block in databases, file
systems, and other storage systems. Several recent works
build B+ -tree indices in PM and most of them are devoted
to improving the throughput by reducing write costs. We
highlight some of them here:
CDDS B-Tree (Consistent and Durable Data Structure
B-Tree) [53] is a multi-version B-Tree, and each tree node
stores an extra version field. When a tree node is updated, a
new copy is created and tagged with a new version, without
overwriting the old one. In this way, the recoverability and
consistency are achieved.
NV-Tree [57] reduces the number of flush operations with
two techniques. First, it only places critical data (i.e., leaf
nodes) in PM, and the internal nodes are reconstructable
and can be kept in an inconsistent state. Second, the leaf
nodes are managed with an append-only strategy. Newly
inserted entries are always appended at the end of a leaf
node, without keeping the entries sorted.
wB+ -tree [12] proposes a slot array, which acts as an indirect layer to keep leaf nodes sorted, while the shifting overhead of sorting tree nodes is avoided.
FPTree [43] is similar to NV-Tree, which always appends
entries at the end of a tree node and only places leaf nodes in
PM. A one-byte key hash of fingerprint is used to reduce the
penalty of cache misses in searching. FPTree uses hardware
transactional memory (HTM) and mutex lock for concurrency control. Traversing from the tree root to a leaf node
is wrapped by HTM. Once the leaf node is found, FPTree
locks the whole leaf node before modifying it.
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Figure 1: Tail latency analysis by evaluating FAST&FAIR. ( FAST&FAIR (DRAM) indicates a volatile version
of FAST&FAIR whose data are stored completely in DRAM and flush operations are removed.)
FAST&FAIR [23]. Merge or balance operations involve
modifying multiple tree nodes. Hence, the aforementioned
index schemes need extra logging mechanisms to guarantee the failure atomicity. FAST&FAIR avoids such logging
overhead by updating a B+ -tree with relaxed consistency.
Any inconsistency states (e.g., duplicated elements) caused
by power failure can be specified and fixed. It also supports
lock-free reads.

2.3

Tail Latency Analysis

Existing persistent indices mainly target at improving the
throughput, either by reducing the persistence overhead (i.e.,
reducing the number of flush operations), or by reducing
the consistency overhead (e.g., FAST&FAIR avoids logging).
Except for the throughput goal, this paper is further motivated with another performance metric — tail latency.
To quantitatively understand the tail latency problem, we
investigate the latency behavior of FAST&FAIR, a stateof-the-art high-performance persistent index structure. To
highlight the effects of PM, we also compare it with a volatile
version of FAST&FAIR, which places tree nodes directly in
DRAM. Our experiments are conducted on a server with two
Intel Xeon Gold 6240M CPUs (36 cores in total), 192 GB
of DRAM, and 1.5 TB of Optane DCPMMs (six modules).
Detailed platform configuration is shown in §5.
In this part, we evaluate the performance of Put operations by using the zipfian key distribution (parameter =
0.99). The size of both keys and values are set to 8 bytes.
We bind cores and set the CPU frequency to a fixed value
(3.3 GHz) to avoid the DVFS (dynamic voltage and frequency scaling) from impacting the tail latency. We target at the efficiency of Put operation since many existing
applications are write-intensive and sensitive to the tail latency. For example, the caching system with frequentlychanging objects [2], the popular e-commerce platform that
processes new transactions at an extremely fast rate [16],
and the emerging serverless analytics exchanging short-lived
data [30], etc. All of them generate data rapidly and impose increasing demands on the storage system to deliver
predictable performance.
Figure 1a reports FAST&FAIR’s throughput and 99th
percentile latency as we increase the number of threads from
1 to 36. We can observe that its throughput peaks soon as
the number of threads increases. At this point, the 99th
percentile latency is as high as 60µs, which is 10× higher
than its median latency. By placing FAST&FAIR directly
in DRAM, we observe that its tail latency is significantly
lower: for a target load running at 3 Mops/s, FAST&FAIR
(DRAM) shows a 99p latency of only 4µs, 10× lower than

that of FAST&FAIR (PM). Besides, FAST&FAIR (DRAM)
achieves more than 2× higher peak throughput (around 7
Mops/s). By analyzing latency distributions running at different concurrency levels, we specify two factors that hurt
tail latency:
Structural Refinement Operations (SROs). In B+ tree indexes, an insert or delete operation often causes structural refinement operations (e.g., sort and balance). However, SROs incur extra data modifications since they often
cause the data movement of multiple entries in one or multiple tree node(s). Considering that PM has lower write
bandwidth and updates made in SROs are required to be
persisted synchronously, SROs often cause much higher data
persistence overhead. Note that SROs happens occasionally
and thus only affect a few of Put/Delete operations, most
operations, instead, still can be finished immediately. Figure 1b reports the latency distribution of Put operations
under single-thread execution, which can be used to reveal
the effects of SROs. We can observe that FAST&FAIR’s
99th percentile latency is 10.5µs, 4.8× higher than the median latency. By comparing the execution path, we find that
the Put operations that contain SROs typically appear at
the tail of the latency distribution. By placing FAST&FAIR
in DRAM, the 99p latency is only 4µs.
To reduce the SRO overhead, NV-Tree [57], wB+ -Tree [51]
and FPTree [43] allow unsorted keys in the leaf node, by
compromising the search/scan efficiency. Recent work also
adopts the hybrid DRAM/PM placement. For instance,
NV-Tree [57], and FPTree [43] eliminate the persistence
overhead of non-leaf nodes by introducing selective persistence or simply placing them in DRAM. However, these variants still suffer from sort and balance overhead in leaf nodes,
which contributes to the main source of overhead.
Interference Overhead. The dependency between entries makes it difficult to support concurrent accesses to
entries inside the same node. Previous work, such as Blink Tree [36], OLFIT [11], and Masstree [40], propose the pernode exclusive lock to serialize updates to the same node,
and per-node version to protect readers from observing intermediate states while avoiding the heavy-weight locking
overhead. FAST&FAIR also adopts a similar concurrency
control strategy (i.e., per-node locking and lock-free reads).
From Figure 1c we observe that such concurrency control
technique works well in volatile memory. By placing data
in PM, however, the high write latency of PM is exposed
directly in the critical path, which prolongs the execution
time of each update. As a result, other threads accessing the
same tree node may experience an extra delay, exacerbating
the tail latency problem. To understand such issues micro-
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scopically, we depict the write-write conflicts in DRAM- and
PM-based FAST&FAIR (see Figure 2).
As shown in the figure, two threads T1 and T2 are updating the same tree node. T1 updates key Ka at time t1 , and
T2 updates key Kb at time t2 (t1 < t2 ). As we can see, T2
will retry repeatedly until T1 completes the update operation and release the lock. This is tolerable in DRAM, as its
write latency is low. In PM, however, the high write latency
of PM delays the execution of the later write operation, even
though the operation itself can complete quickly.
To summarize our discussion so far, existing tree-based
persistent indices exhibit high tail latency by nature. Among
the factors that impact tail latency, SROs cause the execution time of each operation to change dynamically, and
inter-thread interferences further aggravate this problem.

DESIGN

Before illustrating the design details, we put forward the
following design goals for the µTree.
• Reduced tail latency and improved peak throughput.
• Resilient to power/system failures and strict consistency.
• Fast recovery speed.
To fulfill the above goals, we present the design and implementation of µTree, with techniques including the shadow
list layer (§3.1), coordinated concurrency control (§3.2) and
fast recovery (§3.3).

3.1

The µTree Structure
µTree is different from B+ -tree in the leaf node design.
Specifically, the inner nodes of µTree are the same as that
of traditional B+ -tree, which are placed directly in DRAM.
The leaf nodes, as shown in Figure 3, consist of two layers
— the array layer and the list layer. Among them, the array
layer (i.e., tree-leaf nodes) is stored in DRAM, and only the
list layer (i.e., list-leaf nodes) is stored in PM. Each tree-leaf
node contains multiple entries (i.e., key-pointer pairs), and
each of them points to a list-leaf node. These list-leaf nodes
are kept sorted and linked into a singly linked-list via 8-byte
next pointers. To support variable-sized values, existing
key-value stores often use a separate persistent allocator [1,
10] to manage the actual key-value pairs, and only store a
pointer in the persistent index structure. Similarly, in µTree,
the list-leaf nodes are organized into key-pointer pairs, where
the pointers point to the actual KV items. Note that µTree
also supports placing the variable-sized values directly in the
list layer by allocating the space of each list node through
the persistent allocator.
All tree nodes, including inner nodes and tree-leaf nodes,
are placed in DRAM, and can be reconstructed via the list
layer. So, we only need to guarantee the crash consistency
of the list layer. Inserting or deleting a node in the list

key 1 key 2 key 3 key 4
ptr 1 ptr 2 ptr 3 ptr 4
kv

Figure 2: Concurrent insertion to the same leaf node
(the right part compares the timing diagram of two
cases, in DRAM and PM, respectively).

3.

…
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Figure 3: Overview of the µTree data structure.
layer involves modifying 8-byte next pointers, which are exactly the failure-atomic units. As a result, we do not need
an extra logging mechanism to ensure the failure atomicity
when updating the list layer. Several basic operations are
described below (concurrency control is illustrated in §3.2):
• Put operation. Figure 4(a) shows the steps to insert a new
key-value pair. It first finds the predecessor of the target
node in the list layer by traversing through the B+ -tree
(red dashed line in ¶). A new list-leaf node is then created and inserted into the list layer (i.e., ·). In this step,
we need to first flush the newly created list node out of
the CPU cache, and then link it into the list layer by
modifying and flushing the next pointer in its predecessor
node, to ensure crash consistency. Finally, a new entry is
inserted into the array layer, with the pointer pointed to
the created list-leaf node (i.e., ¸). If this key has already
been inserted by other concurrent threads, then this insertion is aborted and it restarts by updating the existing
key-value pair. We can observe that we only need to issue
two flushes to PM for each Put operation.
• Get operation. It first finds the entry in tree-leaf node
with the given key, and then fetch the target list-leaf node
with the pointer stored in the tree-leaf node. The Get
operation can always read valid data because it executes
in an opposite direction: In a Put operation, a created list
node is made visible by inserting a new entry in the array
layer on the final step; a Get, instead, reads the tree-leaf
node before the list-leaf node.
• Delete operation. It is processed similarly as that of Put
operations. Figure 4(b) shows the steps. The predecessor
node is located in ¶, and we then delete the target listleaf node by modifying the next pointer in its predecessor
(in ·). After this, the related entry in the array layer is
deleted (in ¸).
• Scan operation. µTree processes range queries by traversing through the list layer directly. It first finds the starting
entry at or after k provided by the query through the tree
layer, and then probes via the next pointer in the list layer
until reads n key-value pairs. Similar to Masstree [40]’s
implementation, range scan operations in µTree are not
atomic with respect to concurrent inserts and updates.
For example, when a concurrent Delete operation has already deleted the list node but the corresponding entry
in the tree-leaf node has not been deleted yet, such an
inconsistent state is invisible to the current Scan operation and the range query will finally return n key-value
pairs without this unfinished deleted items. µTree only
supports forward range queries (backward range queries
can be supported by adding backlinks in the list layer).
Finally, we analyze how µTree is suitable to deal with the
tail latency problem. The key to improving the tail latency
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is avoiding SROs in PM. By placing inner tree nodes and
the array layer in DRAM, such overhead is mitigated, since
DRAM has much higher write bandwidth and lower latency.
Besides, B+ -tree delivers high cache locality by organizing
tree nodes in an array-based way, so the overhead of chasing pointers to find a specific item is reduced. With such
a design, however, the volatile array layer loses its ability
to store data durably. Hence, we still need another index
layer in PM to ensure durability. We choose linked-list for
the following reasons: The index layer in PM should be
simple enough, without causing extra SRO or consistency
overhead. It does not need to provide fast query speed since
the volatile B+ -tree is responsible for this. As a result, we
use the singly linked-list that owns the element-based organization. Moreover, by traversing through the linked-list,
the B+ -tree layer can be reconstructed when it is lost in
power/system failures.

3.2

Coordinated Concurrency Control

The shadow list layer effectively tackles the problem of
SRO overhead in PMs. However, it’s still challenging to
scale µTree to multi-cores while keeping its tail latency low.
We cannot rely on existing locks inside a B+ -tree to coordinate concurrent accesses to µTree because 1) in a B+ tree, the entries in the same leaf node typically share the
same lock, and 2) the SROs block the execution of normal
operations, which have been discussed in Section 2.3. To
this end, we redesign the concurrency control protocol inside µTree, and propose the coordinated concurrency control
mechanism. This is based on the following observations:
1) PM exhibits high write latency, especially with highconcurrency workloads. The list layer in PM, however,
consists of independent list nodes, and are linked via 8byte next pointers. Hence, it inherently supports finegrained lock-free concurrency control using a sequence of
CAS instructions to perform atomic updates.
2) DRAM, instead, exhibits much higher throughput and
lower write latency, and the interference between concurrent threads is less severe. Hence, we can still reuse
the existing coarse-grained lock to coordinate the volatile
B+ -tree part.
In the following parts, we depict how coordinated concurrency control is designed to cope with write-write conflicts
and read-write conflicts.

3.2.1

2

(b) Delete

Figure 4: Process of Put/Delete operations.

Write-Write Conflicts

A Put operation incurs two flush operations to the linkedlist, which are the most time-consuming parts: one is the
node persistence, which persists the newly created list node
itself (including the next pointer that links it to the next list
node). The other is persisting the next pointer of its predecessor node, which makes the newly created node accessible
in the list. Coordinated concurrency control allows µTree
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Figure 5: Write-Write conflicts (The right part compares the timing diagram of µTree and a naive approach.).
to flush data speculatively before acquiring locks. Thus,
the persistence overhead is excluded from the critical write
locking path, without interfering with other threads.
Figure 5(a) shows how two threads concurrently insert two
different key-value pairs that belong to the same tree-leaf
node. Among them, the first thread (denoted as T1) follows
the steps of À, Á and Â, and the second thread (denoted
as T2) follows the steps of ¶, · and ¸. We focus on the
details of concurrency control in this part, despite that the
steps are almost the same as that of Section 3.1.
In the first step (i.e., ¶/À), each thread optimistically
finds the predecessor without acquiring any locks in the B+ tree. This is achievable since many existing B+ -tree data
structures support lock-free reads [23,40]. In the second step
(i.e., ·/Á), they insert the newly created list-leaf nodes into
the linked-list. We use CAS instruction to modify the next
pointer in the predecessor nodes. In this way, the atomicity
of insertion in the list layer is guaranteed. If a CAS fails, indicating that the predecessor node is obsolete (e.g., another
list node is inserted between them), we need extra steps to
deal with such anomaly (described later). In the final step
(i.e., ¸/Â), the two threads try to acquire the lock of the
corresponding tree-leaf node, and then insert a new entry to
point to the newly created list node.
Figure 5(b) shows the benefits of such design by comparing it with a naive approach, which relies on existing locks
inside the B+ -tree layer for concurrency control. Specifically,
the naive approach acquires the lock in the leaf node before
it inserts the new list node and new entry (as in · and ¸).
As shown in the upper part, we can observe that T2 experiences extra delay (i.e., retry) to acquire the lock, and the
two Put operations are serialized despite that they update
different key-value pairs. As shown in the lower part, by coordinating the concurrency control between the two layers,
insertion in the list layer (List-Op in the figure), which is
the most time-consuming part, can be processed in parallel.
As a result, two independent operations are less likely to interfere with each other and the tail latency can be improved
accordingly.
However, the coordinated concurrency control mechanism
with speculative persistence causes inconsistency between
the two layers, and there’re two anomalies to be dealt with:
CAS failure. As described before, a CAS may fail when another
node is inserted in the list layer before the current node (as
shown in Figure 6(a)). Such a case happens since we get
an obsolete predecessor in ¶, during which another new list
node is inserted, but the tree-leaf node has not been inserted
yet. To address such an issue, this thread is required to retry
in the array layer to find the newest predecessor, and then
to finish to rest steps. This is different from a DRAM-based
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lock-free linked-list, which typically traverses through the
linked-list directly to locate the newest predecessor when a
CAS fails. We do not allow this in PM because CAS cannot guarantee the ‘persistent’ atomicity, which is required
in PM. Dirty read mistakes occur when a concurrent reader
sees the result of an atomic modification before it is made
persistent, and makes a persistent write based on this read.
In µTree, only after a list node is inserted into the linkedlist and made persistent, can it be inserted into the B+ -tree
layer. Hence, always retrying in the B+ -tree layer ensures
that any visible nodes are persistent. When concurrently inserting the same key-value pair, speculative persistence may
incur extra tail latency due to the overhead of retrying, but
such a case is rare.
Put-Delete conflicts is another well-known anomaly. As
shown in Figure 6(b), one thread is trying to insert a list
node (i.e., c ). However, its predecessor (i.e., b ) has been
deleted by another thread. If we keep inserting this node,
it will not be visible in the list layer. Such a case is not a
big issue during the runtime, since other threads still have
access to it through the B+ -tree layer. However, this node
is lost if we rebuild the B+ -tree layer by scanning list nodes
after a system failure. To address this problem, we follow
a classical way [21] by adding a Deleted bit in the next
pointer of each list node, and a thread modifies this bit
before actually deleting it. Thus, other threads can identify
the status of its predecessor and retry if it’s deleted.

3.2.2

Read-Write Conflicts

Many existing B+ -tree structures support optimistic read,
by encapsulating a Version field in each leaf node [23,40]. A
Put operation sets the Version as dirty when updating the
node, and cleans its state after the operation is completed.
In PM, however, the time of a Put is unfortunately increased
due to the high write latency of PM, which inevitably increases the abort ratio of Get operations.
Moving Version fields from tree-leaf nodes to list nodes
supports more fine-grained optimistic reads. However, it
causes higher space consumption. Regarding this, µTree
proposes an embedded version mechanism leveraging the reserved bits in the next pointer of each list node. The layout
of the next pointer is shown in Figure 7. Among them,
the Deleted bit has already been illustrated in §3.2.1. The
Version field contains 15 bits, which is increased both before
and after the list node is updated by a concurrent thread.
When processing a Get, a reader acquires the pointer from
the array layer and checks the embedded bits (i.e., Version
and Deleted) both before and after reading data from the
list node. The reader simply returns if the Deleted bit is
set. If the Version field is odd, it will wait until the concurrent update is finished. The above steps ensure that any
concurrent readers will see either the old or the new value,
instead of an intermediate state. We can also observe that

size

Deleted Version
0
1
16

d
c

key

ptr

next

Next
64(bit)

Figure 7: Layout of the next pointer in the list node.
by embedding such concurrency bits in the next pointer,
concurrent reads and writes to different key-value pairs can
be processed in parallel, even if they belong to the same leaf
node in the B+ -tree layer.

3.3

Multi-Threaded Recovery

In µTree, only the persistent list layer survives after system crashes. To avoid the recovery overhead after normal
shutdowns, µTree persists all the volatile tree nodes to a
reserved position in PM. When the system restarts, the recovery thread directly copies it from PM to DRAM.
Recovery is unavoidable after unexpected system crashes.
In this case, µTree has to scan all list nodes to rebuild the
volatile nodes, similar to FPTree [43] and NV-Tree [57]. To
reduce the recovery time, µTree adopts a multi-thread recovery scheme. It uses a set of persistent trackers to record
the positions of some list nodes when processing Put operations. A list-leaf node is chosen to be a tracker after inserting
a fixed number of key-value pairs (e.g., 0.1 million).
During the system recovery phase, recovery threads work
in two phases. First, all valid trackers are sorted by the
tracked keys, and are then dispatched to different threads
for parallel recovery. Then, each thread iterates over the
assigned list nodes, and reconstructs those disjoint partitions
of the volatile B+ -tree, so as to rebuild the full B+ -tree.

4.

IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we describe how µTree is implemented.
We discuss the base operations of µTree in §4.1, and give
extra discussion in §4.2.

4.1

Base Operations

µTree can directly reuse the code of existing main memory
B+ -tree as its volatile tree layer. Masstree, BwTree [38] and
FAST&FAIR support lock-free read, which are the optimal
choices. For a fair comparison, we directly place FAST&FAIR
in DRAM to act as the volatile layer in µTree. We slightly
modify it by adding a new interface of optimistic get()
(∼50 SLOC). It returns both the current list-leaf node and
its predecessor with the given key. We do not need to ensure
the strict consistency of this interface since we will recheck
their adjacency through the next pointer in the list layer
with check adjacency() interface. We use persist() interface to flush data to PM by co-using clwb and mfence
instructions.
Put (Update/Insert). Algorithm 1 describes the Put operation, which includes updating an existing item (Lines 5 9) or inserting a new item (Lines 10 - 20). To update an
8-byte value, µTree still relies on the Version field to prevent concurrent readers from reading data that hasn’t been
persisted yet, despite that an 8-byte pointer can be updated
in-place via atomic instructions. For values larger than 8byte, µTree cannot perform in-place updates since the updated value cannot be persisted atomically. Instead, µTree
allocates a new list node to replace the original one, and this
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or 7) may fail when other concurrent threads are updating/deleting the cur node or pre node. For brevity, we just
let the deleting thread to restart from the top. However, it’s
unnecessary to do so when a thread is updating this item.
Instead, polling on the Update bit is enough.

Algorithm 1: Put(Key K, Value *V)
1
2
3
4
5

retry = 0;
RETRY:
(pre node, cur node) = btree→optimistic get(K);
check adjacency(pre node, cur node);
if cur node != NULL then
/* update an existing item.

6

Algorithm 3: Delete(Key K)

*/

Acquire(cur node→next→Version);

// Atomic add

1

if Version is even, retry otherwise.
7
8
9

2

// 8-byte, in-place update.
cur node→ptr = V;
persist(cur node);
// Atomic
Release(cur node→next→Version);

3
4
5

add.
10

6

else
/* insert a new item.

11
12
13

if retry == 0 then
new node = palloc();
init(new node, K, V);

17
18
19
20

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

if !CAS(pre node→next, [0,[,[],
[0,[,cur node→next→Next]) then
cur node→next→Deleted = 0; // reset bit.
goto RETRY;
// CAS fail, retry.

*/

10

new node→next = [0,0,pre node→next→Next];
// 1st flush.
persist(new node);

11

persist(pre node→next);
btree→del(K); free(cur node);

4.2

Discussion

*/

if !CAS(pre node→next, [0,[,[],
[0,[,new node]) then
retry += 1;
goto RETRY;
// CAS
persist(pre node→next);
btree→insert(K, new node);

failure, retry.
// 2nd flush.
// made visible.

Algorithm 2: Get(Key K, Value *V)

3

9

// fill each field.

is achieved by using similar steps as that of inserting a new
item (pseudo-code is not shown separately). For brevity,
some loose ends are not described in detail when inserting a
new item. For instance, when a CAS fails (Line 16), it retries
and finds that this item has already been inserted by others,
so it needs to free the allocated space in Line 11.
Get. Algorithm 2 depicts the Get operation. Just like the
existing optimistic read approach, it checks the statuses of
the embedded bits before and after reading an item.

1
2

8

// alloc a list node.

/* ‘[’ means the original value.
16

7

*/

/* [a,b,c] means [Deleted, Version and Next].
14
15

RETRY:
(pre node, cur node) = btree→optimistic get(K);
check adjacency(pre node, cur node);
if cur node != NULL then
if !CAS(cur node→next, [0,[,[], [1,[,[) then
goto RETRY;

( , cur node) = btree→optimistic get(K);
if cur node != NULL && cur node→key == K
then
RETRY:
oldVersion = cur node→next→Version;
if (oldVersion % 2) != 0 then
goto RETRY;
// updating, retry.
if cur node→next→Deleted then
return NULL;
//

deleted, return.

copy(V, cur node→ptr, cur node→size); // read.
if cur node→next→Version != oldVersion then
goto RETRY;
// modified, retry.
if cur node→next→Deleted then
return NULL;
//

deleted, return.

return V;

Delete. Algorithm 3 shows how a Delete operation is processed. When deleting an item, a CAS instruction (Line 5

Memory allocation consistency. There are two inconsistency cases of the memory space in µTree, including the
memory leak and read after delete. Memory leak means that
the allocated memory space fails to be freed properly due to
system crashes. For example, an insertion may fail when a
new node has been made persistent but not been linked to
the list yet. The newly allocated node is lost after rebooting. One naive way to solve this issue is to persist the allocation metadata whenever a (de)allocation occurs, but with
expensive persistence cost. µTree proposes a chunk-based
allocation strategy, which acquires a large chunk of persistent memory from the persistent allocator (e.g., PMDK [24])
when existing memory chunks use up. The metadata (address and size) of such chunks is organized in a persistent
linked-list. These chunks are further cut into variable-sized
blocks, which are organized into a volatile free list to serve
allocation/free requests of the list layer. During the system recovery, both the chunk metadata and the list layer in
µTree are scanned to distinguish the used and freed memory
blocks. The read after delete issue is the case that physically
deleted nodes are read by other concurrent threads. µTree
borrows the idea of an epoch-based space reclamation [20],
which reclaims the deleted nodes in different phases, thus
ensuring the safety of reclamation on garbage nodes.
The correctness of concurrency control. In µTree, the
volatile tree layer reuses the code of FAST&FAIR, which ensures the correctness of the concurrency control in DRAM.
The lock-free linked-list has also been implemented many
times in the past. Hence, we focus on the correctness of
the coordination between the two layers. For search operations, µTree guarantees that any visible list nodes from
the array layer are in their newest states and have been
persisted to PM. Reads are blocked if there are other concurrent writers, by using the embedded access control bits.
For concurrent writes, coordinated concurrency control with
speculative persistence may cause inconsistency between the
array and list layer. However, when an operation aborts in
the list layer (i.e., CAS failure or the embedded bit has been
set), we always retry from the array layer. Hence, the two
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layers will be consistent eventually. To sum up, the correctness of µTree is guaranteed so long as the concurrency
control in the tree and list layer is correct.
µTree’s semantics. A Put or Delete operation is considered as committed once the corresponding list nodes in PM
have been updated. If a system failure occurs before the
volatile tree nodes in DRAM are updated, the tree layer
still can be recovered to its newest state by scanning the list
layer, which contains all the committed nodes. With the decoupled design in µTree, however, the committed list nodes
are visible only after the tree layer has been updated. Note
that this does not violate the linearlizability property, which
requires that the competed updates should be visible by subsequent readers (the complete point does not necessarily to
be the same as the commit point).
Extra space consumption. Similar to the past work [22,
43,55], µTree adopts a hybrid architecture that places index
nodes in both DRAM and PM. As a result, µTree consumes
extra DRAM space. Apart from the performance benefits
gained from µTree’s design, we argue that such space overhead is still acceptable for the following reason: Production
workloads (e.g., Facebook ETC Pool [42]) typically have a
wide distribution of value sizes ranging from several bytes
to multiple megabytes. In these variable-sized values, large
values typically dominate in terms of space consumption.
As a result, the index itself only occupies a small portion of
the space compared to the actual key-value pairs. We will
evaluate the space overhead in §5.4.
The idea of using a shadow index layer has been adopted
many times in the past [22, 55]. They duplicate the index
either for improving the indexing efficiency [55], or for better
read performance [22]. µTree is novel in improving the tail
latency by coordinating the tree and list layer.

5.

Table 1: Description of the evaluation platform.
Description
Type
2× Intel Xeon Gold 6240M
# of physical cores 36 (hyper-threading disabled)
CPU
Frequency
3.3 GHz
L1: 32KB Icache, 32KB Dcache
Caches
L2: 1MB, L3:25MB (shared)
PM Capacity
1.5 TB (6 modules)
PM Read Latency 302 ns (Rnd/8-byte/1 thread)
MEM
PM Write Bw
13.2 GB/s (4KB sequential)
DRAM Capacity
192GB (32 GB/DIMM)
Release Version
Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS
OS
Kernel
Linux 4.15.0
them, FAST&FAIR is open-sourced1 and we directly use
their code. Single-thread version of FPTree, wB+ -Tree and
NV-Tree have been implemented by Liu et al. [39] and we
borrow their code2 directly. We also implement a concurrent
version of FPTree based on STX B+ -Tree3 and incorporates
the key design decisions in their paper. The performance
of a persistent skip list [46] is also given in this part. By
default, we use 8-byte keys. The default number of keys in
each tree node is set to 64. We only store 8-byte pointers
as values in the evaluated persistent indices, which can be
used to point to actual key-value pairs.
Tail Latency Measurement. Measuring tail latency often
adds non-negligible overhead to the tested operations. If we
simply record start and end timestamps of each operation,
the measured throughput is typically lower than its actual
result, which again impacts the latency distribution, since
many designs trade latency for throughput. As a result, we
take a sampling approach that samples 10% of the requests
uniform randomly, as done in [37].

EVALUATION

5.2

In this section, we evaluate the overall performance of
µTree against the state-of-the-art persistent indices in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3. We also evaluate the memory space
efficiency (§5.4), recovery overhead (§5.5) and µTree’s performance in a real-world application (§5.6).

5.1

Experimental Setup

Testbed. We ran our experiments on a machine with the
actual persistent memory — Intel Optane DC Persistent
Memory [41] — and the second-generation Xeon Scalable
processors. Optane DCPMMs are configured in 100% App
Direct mode [26], so that software has direct byte-addressable
access to PM. Table 1 reports the relevant details of our
test machine. The six Optane DCPMM modules are evenly
attached to two CPU sockets (i.e., each CPU socket owns
three modules), and their spaces are managed into two regions (i.e., pmem0 and pmem1). In our evaluation, applications access PM by first using a PM-aware file system (e.g.,
Ext4-DAX in this paper) to manage the pmem device and
then relying on PMDK [1] to allocate the PM space, which
provides basic interfaces (e.g., pmemobj alloc()) to applications. We only allow client threads to allocate PM space
from their local pmem device, since recent work reveals that
cross-NUMA accessing to Optanes impacts overall performance dramatically [56].
Compared Systems. In our tests, we compare µTree with
state-of-the-art persistent indices, including wB+ -Tree [51],
NV-Tree [57], FAST&FAIR [23], and FPTree [43]. Among

Tail Latency and Throughput Analysis

Overall Evaluation. We first evaluate the latency distribution of each persistent index with a workload of zipfian
key distribution (parameter = 0.99). As we target at writeintensive workloads, we only evaluate the Put operation in
this part. We increase the number of threads from 1, 4, 8,
12, ..., to 36 with a step of 4. The median, 90th, and 99th
percentile latencies, as well as the corresponding throughput
of the evaluated indices are collected. Figure 8 shows the
results and we make the following observations:
1) µTree exhibits much lower tail latency and significantly
higher throughput. When running at a target load of 2.2
Mops/s, µTree’s 99.9th percentile latency is only 5 µs,
which is one order of magnitude lower latency than that
of FPTree. Put differently, for an SLO on the 99th percentile latency of 30 µs, µTree can perform 7 Mops/s,
2.8× and 4.7× faster than FAST&FAIR and FPTree,
respectively. µTree achieves the best performance by
overcoming the limitations of existing designs when dealing with the overhead of SROs and inter-thread interferences, which have been discussed in Section 2.3. What’s
more, µTree achieves a peak throughput of 7 Mops/s,
while the throughput of FAST&FAIR and FPTree peaks
only at 3.1 Mops/s and 2.2 Mops/s, respectively. µTree
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Figure 8: Throughput vs. median/ 90th/99th percentile latency of Put operations for different persistent indices.
achieves higher peak throughput because it places tree
nodes completely in DRAM. The list layer in PM does
not incur SRO overhead and supports more fine-grained
concurrency control, and thus delivers higher scalability.
Note that FAST&FAIR exhibits higher peak throughput than FPTree despite that it places all data in PM.
FAST&FAIR avoids logging and read locks completely,
FPTree, instead, needs to perform expensive logging when
leaf nodes split. The results here are also consistent with
that of the original FAST&FAIR paper.
2) All the evaluated persistent indices show a wide spectrum of latency distribution. For FAST&FAIR, the 90th
and 99th percentile latencies are averagely 4× and 10×
higher than its median latencies, respectively. µTree also
exhibits much higher tail latency, despite that the absolute figures are much smaller than the other two indices. This is because the SROs still incur higher execution time, even if they are performed in DRAM.
3) The tail latency problem is aggravated at load with higher
concurrency. With one thread, the 99th percentile latencies of FAST&FAIR and FPTree are 7.5× and 2.4×
higher than their median latencies, respectively. However, such factors improve to 10.1× and 9.1× with 36
threads. This reflects that the inter-thread interferences
are the main culprit leading to the high tail latency. Such
a ratio only increases slightly for µTree, since it incorporates the coordinated concurrency control to reduces the
interference overhead.
Sensitivity to Update Ratio. We then analyze how these
persistent indices behave in terms of 99th percentile latencies when the Put/Get ratio varies. Similarly, we use the
workload with the zipfian key distribution (parameter =
0.99). The results are shown in Figure 9 (Put:Get = 100:0
is shown in Figure 8(c)). We observe that all the evaluated indices exhibit higher peak throughput and lower tail
latency as the percentage of Get increases. This is because
PM has much higher read bandwidth and Get operation does

not cause SRO overhead. In addition to the above intuitive
findings, we also notice that 1) Compared to FPTree, the
peak throughput of FAST&FAIR is more sensitive to the
Get ratio. Specifically, it outperforms FPTree by 40% with
0%-Get workload (Figure 8(c)), but achieves 1.75× higher
peak throughput with 95%-Get workload. FAST&FAIR incorporates the FAST mechanism, which enables lock-free
reads, so it’s more efficient in handling Get operations. FPTree, instead, relies on mutex locks to coordinate concurrent Get operations. 2) With 95%-Get workload running
at 9 Mops/s, the 99th percentile latency of µTree is 2.7×
lower than FAST&FAIR. We observe that their tail latencies are mainly decided by Put operations: FAST&FAIR
exhibits higher latency for Put operations since it places the
whole tree in PM. In terms of throughput, we notice that
FAST&FAIR even delivers higher peak throughput than
µTree, this is because µTree introduces an extra memory
access from the tree-leaf node to the list node for each Get
operation.
Sensitivity to Skewness. Third, we evaluate µTree by
changing the hotness of key distribution. Figure 10 reports
their performance with both zipfian key distribution (parameter = 0.9) and uniform workloads. Parameter = 0.99
is shown in Figure 8(c). We observe that:
1) FAST&FAIR exhibits almost unchanged peak throughput despite the key distribution, since its throughput is
mainly restricted by the PM write bandwidth (we will
analyze the sensitivity to PM bandwidth at the end of
this part).
2) The 99th percentile latencies of FAST&FAIR and FPTree decrease as the key distribution shifts from zipfian to uniform. This is easy to understand: with the
skewed workload, the chance of conflicts between threads
is higher. Thus, a thread is more likely to be blocked by
other concurrent threads and causes higher tail latency.
3) µTree achieves higher peak throughput under the uniform workload, since it causes less PM writes, and the
PM bandwidth is still under-utilized. µTree also delivers
lower tail latency compared to the other two indices.
Sensitivity to PM Bandwidth. Finally, we analyze how
these indices behave with varying PM bandwidth. We change
the PM bandwidth by adding a different number of Optane
modules. Figure 11 shows the results with 1 and 2 Optane modules, respectively (each module achieves a write
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Figure 10: Throughput vs. 99th percentile latency
of Put operations with varying key distribution.
bandwidth of 2.2 GB/s). By comparing with the results
in Figure 8(c) (six Optane modules), we observe that the
peak throughput of FAST&FAIR decreases by 67%, while
µTree drops only by 18% as the number of Optane DIMMs
reduces from 6 to 1. In terms of tail latency, both µTree
and FPTree exhibits almost unchanged 99p latencies, while
FAST&FAIR shows more than 300µs of tail latency when
we use only one Optane module. As a whole, with the optimizations in µTree, its performance is more robust as we
change the PM hardware bandwidth.

5.3
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μTree
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Single Thread Evaluation

Figure 12 reports the performance of each index using a
single thread when running individual operations (i.e., 100%
insert, update, delete, search or scan). A persistent skip
list [46] is also compared in this part. In the skip list, only
the lowest-level list nodes are placed in PM, and we only
ensure the consistency of the lowest list. The skip probability is set to 50%. We first insert 10 million key-values, and
then perform 10 million individual operations. We also use
Intel’s PCM tool [25] to measure the number of accesses to
PM to help with understanding the performance behavior
(see the table in Figure 12, we only give the results of insert
and search operations, due to the limited space).
• Insert. Insert latency is directly affected by the number of
flushes to PM [37]. As expected, wB+ Tree and FAST&FAIR
exhibit higher insert latency since they place all tree nodes
in PM and thus incurs much more PM writes (see the table). FPTree and NV-Tree, instead, only place leaf nodes
in PM, and thus show lower latency. Specifically, NV-Tree
inserts an entry by first appending it at the end of the leaf
node, and then updating the size of the node, with a total
of two flushes. FPTree requires three flushes per insert in
normal cases (entry, bitmap, and fingerprint), so it shows
a higher latency than NV-Tree. µTree achieves the lowest
insert latency among the compared systems. First, µTree
only requires two flushes to insert an entry, which is similar
to that of NV-Tree. Second, µTree adopts the list format
in PM to eliminate sort and balance overhead. Skip list has
the highest latency since it uses linked-lists at different levels, which incurs expensive pointer chasing overhead (26.5
PM reads per insertion).
• Update. Compared to inserts, an update only operates
on an existing key. wB+ Tree’s update latency is lower than
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Figure 11: Throughput vs. 99th percentile latency
by varying the number of Optane DC DIMMs (Put
operation and parameter = 0.99).
that of inserts since each update only requires 3 flushes (validity bit does not need to be flushed). NV-Tree performs
updates slower than inserts because it uses a combination of
deletion and insertion to handle updates. FAST&FAIR and
µTree assume values stored in an index are 8-byte pointers, so each update is handled via an atomic operation directly, which only requires one flush. As a result, µTree
achieves the lowest update latency among the compared indices. FAST&FAIR does not implement this operation so
we do not report its result. Actually, all existing indices
can use atomic instructions as an alternative optimization
to handle updates with 8-byte values.
• Delete. Again, µTree achieves the lowest delete latency. A
deletion in µTree simply modifies and persists a predecessor
pointer atomically, while other index structures adopt more
complicated consistency-aware deletion strategies: NV-Tree
appends a tombstone at the end of the node to indicate a
deletion with two flushes; FAST&FAIR needs to shift the entries to keep the nodes ordered. wB+ Tree shows almost the
same latency as that of update operation, since it simply updates the indirection slotted array and the bitmap to mark
the corresponding slot as deleted. We also notice that FPTree achieves lower latency than other indexing structures,
since it only needs to reset the bitmap when performing deletion operations. It also avoids merge operations to reduce
the persistence cost. However, this compromise may lead
to low space utilization of tree nodes under some deletionintensive workloads (in §5.4).
• Search. µTree shows lower search latency than wb+ -Tree,
FAST&FAIR, NV-Tree and FPTree, and gains noticeable
performance improvement over the skip list. This is as
expected: Each search operation in a skip list causes 26
PM reads on average, while PM has much higher read latency (Optane DCPMM’s read latency is more than 300 ns).
Other compared B+ -tree indices also incur more PM reads
than µTree. For example, FAST&FAIR and wB+ Tree place
all tree nodes in PM; FPTree and NV-Tree keep entries in
each leaf node unsorted, so they need to probe linearly to
find a specific entry, which needs to load more data from
PM and waste extra CPU cycles. Note that FAST&FAIR
incurs comparable PM reads as that of wB+Tree but shows
much lower search latency, because it uses lock-free reads.
• Scan. Range scans start at a random initial key and read
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Figure 12:
Single thread performance of Insert/Update/Search/Delete/Scan operations.
the following 20 records. We test two cases: In Scan-a,
key-value pairs are inserted randomly before testing scan
operations, In Scan-b, key-value pairs are inserted in sequential order. wB+ Tree and FAST&FAIR return records
in sorted order directly by keeping entries in tree nodes ordered (wB+ Tree uses indirection slotted arrays). As a result, they show lower scan latency than FPTree and NVTree, which must perform an additional sorting step before
returning the results. Both skip list and µTree are sensitive
to the initial order of inserted key-value pairs. When the
items are inserted in sequential order (in Scan-b), both of
them show comparable latency to other indices, since adjacent list nodes are stored in contiguous memory space, still
benefiting from the spatial locality. However, if the items
are inserted randomly (in Scan-a), skip list and µTree need
to walk through the list layer to get all the records, which
causes a random PM read for each key-value pair, and thus
deliver the highest latency. Note that µTree still can overcome such a problem by duplicating 8-byte values in the
volatile B+ -tree layer to exploit the cache locality.

5.4

Space Efficiency

Memory Consumption of DRAM and PM. Figure 13
shows the DRAM and PM consumption of different index
structures. In this part, we measure the space consumption
by including actual key-value pairs as well, which reveals
the case of real-world deployments. Since over 90% of KVs
in production workloads are less than 500B in Facebook [7],
the value size is set from 64B to 1KB.
From Figure 13, we make two observations. (1) The listbased management in PM is not worse than the tree-based
organization regarding space consumption. After performing one million inserts with 64-byte value, µTree uses 83.3
MB of PM space, while wB+ -Tree, FAST&FAIR, NV-Tree,
FPTree and skip list consumes 90.7, 84.5, 94.5, 84.9, 83.3
MB of PM space, respectively. Due to the balance constraint
in B+ -tree, there is a large portion of memory space wasted
in the tree nodes. (2) The space consumption of persistent
memory is the dominant part. The DRAM consumption
remains almost constant with varied value sizes, while the
PM consumption increases as the value size grows. This
is because values have larger sizes than keys and pointers.
Even for µTree, which keeps the whole tree layer in DRAM,
the DRAM consumption is relatively small compared to
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insert operation by using Intel PCM tool [25]. I: Insert, S: Search.
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Figure 14: Memory utilization after deletions

PM. After performing one million inserts with 64/128/256/
512/1024-byte values, the DRAM consumption occupies 22.3
%/14.3%/8.2%/4.5%/2.3% of the total space.
Memory Utilization after Deletions. Figure 14 shows
the memory space utilization of different indices in four
stages: the Insert stage (after inserting 1 million entries), the
Update stage (after updating 1 million entries), the Delete
(40%) stage (after deleting 40% entries), and the Delete
(80%) stage (after deleting 80% entries).
From Figure 14, we observe that the list-based organization, such as in µTree and skip list, has higher memory
utilization than a tree-based organization, especially after
long runs with delete operations. This is because persistent
B+ -Trees use consistency techniques to prevent space reclamation. Specifically, NV-Tree uses an append-only strategy
for crash consistency, which does not free the deleted entries
immediately. wB+ -Tree and FPTree do not perform merge
operation when the number of keys in a node is below a
minimum threshold (e.g., 50% in standard B+ -Tree), so as
to avoid the extra flush overhead. However, this compromise leads to higher space consumption after 40% or 80%
deletions. FAST&FAIR aggressively merges operations to
achieve high space utilization, but it leads to poor deletion
performance (in Figure 12).

5.5

Recovery Overhead

Figure 15 shows the rebuild time of µTree with a different number of KV pairs and recovery threads. Note that
the recovery process only needs to rebuild the volatile tree
layer, which does not incur any PM write. The recovery
process only needs 0.06/0.48/4.2 seconds to rebuild a tree
containing 1/10/100 million KV pairs with 24 threads, respectively. Most of the recovery time is spent on chasing
the sibling pointers in each list node to scan the whole list
layer. The multiple-thread recovery scheme efficiently reduces the scan cost to speed up the recovery process. µTree
may deliver intolerable recovery time under extreme workload (e.g., all the KV items are extremely small). However,
production workload (e.g., Facebook etc pool [7]) typically
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Figure 15: Recovery overhead analysis.
have a wide distribution of value sizes (small items dominate
in terms of number, while large ones dominate in terms of
space consumption), and thus has less index to recover than
the aforementioned extreme case.

5.6

The Key-Value Store Evaluation

We use Redis [49], an in-memory key-value store to evaluate µTree in real-world environments. Redis is modified to
support multi-thread execution, and we replace its storage
engine with our index structures. We choose the SessionStore workload (update-heavy, 50:50 read:update) of YCSB
benchmark [13] for evaluation. The YCSB clients and the
Redis server are deployed on the same server to eliminate
the network affects. Figure 16 shows the throughput and the
corresponding 99th percentile latency of Redis with different persistent index structures. µTree achieves the highest
peak throughput (670 Kops/s) and the lowest tail latency.
Specifically, for a target load running at 500 Kops/s, µTree
restricts its 99th percentile latency within 50 µs, 50% and
22% lower than that of FAST&FAIR and FPTree. Put differently, for an SLO on the 99th percentile latency of 60 µs,
µTree can perform 670 Kops/s, 1.86 times and 1.26 times
the throughput of FAST&FAIR and FPTree.

6.

RELATED WORK

Tail Latency Optimizations. Many recent work proposed different approaches in the operating system to optimize tail latency [27, 44, 45, 47]. In key-value stores, the
value sizes also affect tail latency. Minos [17] improves tail
latency by using dedicated cores to process large values.
Persistent Indexing Structures. CDDS-Tree [53] is the
first consistent and persistent B+ -Tree in persistent memory
that associates each entry with a version number. However,
versioning incurs high write traffic. Thus, a number of research efforts are proposed to reduce PM writes, including
NV-Tree [57], wB+ -Tree [51], FPTree [43], FAST&FAIR [23],
bzTree [6], and RNTree [39]. DPTree [59] is a new persistent
index that adopts batching to reduce the number of expensive PM writes required for crash consistency. The core
idea behind DPTree is a two-level persistent index: writes
are first batched in an in-DRAM buffer tree, and are later
merged into a base tree in PM. DPTree is well optimized for
throughput, however, the background merging process may
stall front-end operations and consumes extra PM bandwidth, which instead impacts tail latencies of front-end operations. RECIPE [35] presents an approach to convert concurrent DRAM indices into crash-consistent ones for PM.
Several recent systems duplicate indexing items in two
data structures to deliver high performance or improve functionality. HiKV [55] consists of a B+ -Tree index in DRAM
and a hash index in PM. It leverages the hash index to hide
high write overhead of persistent B+ -Tree, and relies on the
B+ -Tree to support scan operations. Before performing a
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Figure 16: Throughput vs. 99th percentile latency
with Sessionstore workload.
scan, it needs to block all updates to the hash index until all the updates made before have been synchronized to
the B+ -Tree. Bullet [22] tries to improve the read performance of a KV store by managing two hash tables simultaneously (one in PM and the other in DRAM), and using
cross-referencing logs (CRLs) to keep the two hash table consistent. PmemKV [14] also shadows the keys of leaf nodes in
DRAM. Similar to these approaches, µTree also duplicates
indices, but with the design goal of improving tail latency.
Concurrency Control. In addition to the naive concurrency control in B+ -Trees that locks the whole tree, recent
research, such as Blink -Tree [36], OLFIT [11] and Masstree
[40], propose version-based optimistic read and per-node
write locking. Besides, FPTree leverages HTM to handle
concurrent accesses to inner nodes, and per-node locks to
serialize concurrent updates to the leaf nodes.
A number of research efforts are proposed to design lockfree B+ -Tree, but they lead to either performance or load imbalance problems. PALM [50] is a lock-free concurrent B+ Tree based on the Bulk Synchronous Parallel model, which
leads to higher query latency than that of Masstree. Both
Cassandra [32] and Megastore [8] use keyhash-based approach to partition the B+ -Tree index among multiple cores.
However, such a design cannot support scan operations effectively. SLIK [28] uses range partition on ordered multiple
B+ -Tree indices, which will incur load imbalance problems.
List-based indexing structure, such as skip list [46], supports
lock-free concurrency control using atomic instructions.

7.

CONCLUSION

We observe that persistent B+ -tree suffers long tail latency and we specify two root causes: 1) the internal structural refinement operations (SROs) and 2) the inter-thread
interferences. In this paper, we propose µTree to address
such problems. First, a shadow linked-list layer is introduced
to the leaf nodes of a B+ -tree to minimize the SRO overhead. Second, we propose a coordinated concurrency control
mechanism to reduce the interference between threads. Our
evaluation shows that µTree significantly lowers the 99p tail
latency, and achieves 2.8 - 4.7× higher throughput than the
state-of-the-art persistent indices. Source code is available
at https://github.com/thustorage/nvm-datastructure.
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